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Abstract 
Jiang is always a controversial figure in the history.As a famous writer,he has a 
lot of poems and articles. As a subordinate person with vacuity, he was received lots 
of criticism and ridicule by later generations . The study of Jiang always fragmented. 
We do not have a comprehensive study. This paper attempts to implore concisely 
Jiang's life, the creation and impact of the creation revealed from the literary scene at 
that time to revert original appearance as soon as possible.Papers includes three major 
components: 
Chapter I starts from the existing historical data，family tradition ，experience 
and other aspects of analysis, to explore these aspects of his ideas and views, literary 
influence and role. Due to Jiang's life experience has consanguineous relation with his 
unique personality.Therefore, the first chapter also relates to the personality of him. 
Chapter II  focus on the analysis on the Jiang’s works .Poetry and article will be 
discussed respectively. Firstly is poetry which includes the past dynasties comments 
and the history of the Poetry.Then falling his poetry into Shubian,Guiyuan,Shuhuai, 
Yongwu and chongfo to discuss the achievements of Jiang's poetry.From the mood 
and trope,language style summed up its artistic value. Part of Wen and Fu: from the 
content of their existing work which divided into five categories, namely 
autobiography, condolences, the slips, Buddha worship and Songde. His 
autobiography, condolences have the highest achievements owing to his sensitive 
personality.The article possesses lower literary value than poemtry. 
The final chapter is the theory about impact which focused on Jiang's influence 
on the poetry of the Tang Dynasty. Jiang’poem is known as it’s inane and gorgeous 
trait, but there are many factors in the poemtry propitious to cause flourish of Tang 
poemtry. It concludes true feelings,new logic thinking,huge number of 
qiyan.Although not pefectly,he gives lots of enlighten to poets of Tang dynasty from 
three parts consist of artistic conception, rhythm and types of literature. 
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